
How to Write a Theme Statement 
 

Although many people read for enjoyment and entertainment, most good fiction does more than 
entertain. A well-written story usually causes us to think about life, increasing our understanding of the world, and giving 
us insight into how people, no matter when or where they lived, think, feel, and behave. The central insights into life or 
human nature that can be applied to anyone, not just the characters, are themes.  We can get to theme by examining 
what the characters learn, but the theme itself is what a reader learns.  Most of these themes come from Big Ideas that 
are apparent throughout the story and that the author circles around, usually not explicitly stating, but exploring the ideas 
so that readers can make their own meaning.  
 
How to Determine a Theme: 
 

1. Look for the Big Ideas that come up in the story--these usually can be summed up in one or two words, like Race, 
Youth, Family, or Morality and Ethics. 

2. Read the book in its entirety, paying close attention to how it deals with one or more of these Big Ideas.  
3. The central conflict will often connect directly to the Big Idea and the main character will be influenced in his or her 

thinking around the Big Idea. 
4. Once you have read the book as a whole, ask yourself what the main character learned; then, consider what 

lesson you took away that are similar to the main character but can be applied to pretty much any human.  
 
Characteristics of a Good Theme Statement:  
 

1. Theme must be expressed in a complete sentence.  “Morality and Ethics” is not a theme statement.  It is just 
pointing at a Big Idea in the story.  What in particular is the character learning about the Big Idea? 

2. Theme should describe a general meaning of the story, not specific events, actions, or characters.  Once you 
have determined what the  main character has learned, rewrite so that you do not use the names of characters in 
the story when stating the theme.  However, you should make specific references to the story that support your 
theme statement.  

3. The theme must hold true for the story as a whole, not just a part of it.  Pay particular attention to the story’s 
conflict and conclusion to make sure that the outcome matches what you think is a central theme. 

4. Avoid using familiar statements, or cliches, such as “honesty is the best policy” to express theme.  A theme 
should be a generalization about life stated in your own, unique words.  

5. Know that expressing a theme is a complex concept that may take many years and many stories for you to grasp. 
If you are struggling with the idea, try out the theme sentence template, but once you get more comfortable with 
the idea of finding theme, you may find that you are able to express theme in your own way.  

 
Theme Sentence Template:  A central issue that reappears throughout (title) by (author) is (big idea).  This issue is 
exemplified when (character) (verb) “___________________________________________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________________________________.”  It is at 
this pivotal moment that the reader realizes the theme that (big idea)__________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________________________________. 
(descriptive sentence about how the big idea is universal and relatable to most of humankind) 
 
Example:  A central issue that reappears through (To Kill a Mockingbird) by (Harper Lee) is (racism).  This issue is 
exemplified when Jem silently watches the proceedings of his father’s court case after which he says, “‘Atticus-’ said Jem 
bleakly. He turned in the doorway. ‘What, son?’ ‘How could they do it, how could they?’ ‘I don't know, but they did it. 
They've done it before and they did it tonight and they'll do it again and when they do it—seems that only children weep. 
Good night.’ Jem can clearly see that Tom Robinson is being treated unfairly because he is a black man with a jury of 12 
white men in the 1930s in Alabama.  It is at this pivotal moment that the reader realizes the theme that (racism) is 
inherited and that if no one steps in and changes the way that children perceive those who are different from them, they 
will rely on the perspective of the adults in their lives, and in this way racism persists. 


